In order to achieve fat and high quality rendering for point model, anisotropic quantitative method is proposed. After having used this method, the coordinate figures of sampling points in point model were quantified again; and the quantitative results have been represented as encoding of space partition methods and results in the process of constructing KD-tree. The paper proposed a data compression method in multiresolution structure and realized multiresolution rendering of point model by traversing the KD-tree breadth-first. It established the details control of multiresolution rendering, improved the drawing efficiency of point model. The simulation study was carried out in the paper. Results show that the method could not only reduce the geometry data volume of point models directly, but also reduce the sampling point number without debasing the numerical precision of the model geometry data, so as to further reduce data volume of point model. Some experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm is fast, and can achieve high quality rendering of point model.
Introduction
Take point as a kind of basic geometric model presentational element, the biggest advantage is that we can represent any complex model without recording topology data. But, after representing as a point collection for one model, the resolution is fixed. So in order to ensure the display quality, interpolations are needed, and for the complex models, geometric information and attribute information of the millions or even hundreds of millions points is still needed to record (Danny, 2001 ; M. Zwicker, 2002; Grossman, 2008; Szymon, 2000) . Therefore, designing a reasonable data structure to represent point model, realizing the model data compression and multi-resolution rendering, so as to promote the storage and transmission efficiency of point model, this is based on the point presentation technology to solve the problem in the first place Control level of detail (LOD) strategy has been widely applied in the current 3D data processing. When applying LOD technology to point model processing, you should first establish a multiresolution data structure corresponding to the whole model through adjusting continuously the partial resolution of input model (Leila, 1997; Liviu, 2002) . Then extract related record information from this data structure at the request of different resolutions in order to control distribution of different levels of detail on model surface Liviu, 2002; Carsten, 2002; Jonathan, 2001; Levoy, 1985) . However, the calculation process of existing multi-resolution model generating algorithm is relatively complicated, and usually requires that each input sampling point has an accurate normal vector and that the size of each point is known, thus is now unavailable for the overall control of large scale sampling point set data.
K-D tree theory
The sampling point set P = {p0, p1, p2, ... pn-1}  IR 3 , containing n sampling points on a given surface S, with quantitative accuracy h, satisfies Nyquist condition and is adequate for reflecting the geometry and topology information of surface. In order to construct the midpoint segmentation KD tree of the sampling point set, the first thing is to determine the local coordinate system and the initial bounding box size of the sampling point set, and then determine the splice plane.
Q, center of the bounding box, is Q＝aI1+bI2+cI3 （1）
In the formula, a, b, c are averages of the distribution range of sampling point set along the direction of the characteristic vector I1, I2, I3 respectively. The local coordinate system of sampling point set P is a coordinate system with Q as its coordinate system origin. and the direction of characteristic vector I1, I2, I3 corresponding to that of x, y, z axis. Determine the splice plane is then segment the current model space along any of the three coordinate axis x, y, or z. In this article, the direction of segmentation is determined by the relation between characteristic values.
Point model fast high quality modeling
Anisotropic quantitative is out of sync segmentation that along the axis direction to the space when compress geometry information. As shown in figure 1 , where there contains 4 points in the gray area, coordinate values can be orderly quantified for 4 points: (0.265, -0.746), (0.467, -0.712), (0.552, -0.716), (0.914, -0.736) in the quadtree, the quantitative accuracy of every coordinate component is 0.125, respectively need to use 3 bits to express. However, in KD-tree, the four sampling points can be quantified for one point: (0.467, -0.712); the quantitative accuracy of the x coordinate component is 0.6, and it needs 1 bit, the quantitative accuracy of the y component is 0.135, and it needs 3 bits. When drawing, the effect of the quadtree can achieve for using one proper size point to draw, and the size of the drawing size was just implied in the quantitative accuracy, it can be calculated by the formula (3):
（3）
In the formula, "Lx" and "Ly" are respectively the length along the x and y direction; and " 0 x L " and " 0 y L " are respectively the length along the x and y direction in the initial segmentation space; "Nx" and "Ny" are respectively the numerical precision which after the sample points quantitative along the x and y coordinates, that is to say: the bit number.
The multi-resolution rendering of point model can be realized by the KD tree breadth-first traversal. Set μ for the corresponding threshold of a resolution, and a represents the 6 bounding surfaces that each node corresponding to in the KD-tree, that is ) (
Calculate ε, if ε ≤ μ, then draw the surface, and stop processing the child node. Otherwise, if it is not a leaf node, continue to process the child nodes; if it is a leaf node, draw the node also.
Results
In order to validate the proposed algorithm performance, we can employ the five models sampling points set data to do simulation experiment of constructing midpoint segmentation KD-tree, and the experiment is carried out in VC++6.0 environment by using C++ and OpenGL in a microcomputer which equipped with Intel P4 2.8 GHz, NVIDIAGeForce FX 5200 graphics card and 512 MB internal memory. The experimental models are shown in figure 1 . Table 1 is the coding efficiency of KD-tree. Figure 2 is the differences results between the original normal vectors of sampling points for different models and the normal vectors that according to the method to code. 
Summary
In this paper, according to the space equal features of midpoint segmentation KD-tree, anisotropic quantitative method was proposed. In order to achieve fat and high quality rendering for point model, anisotropic quantitative method is proposed. After having used this method, the coordinate figures of sampling points in point model were quantified again; and the quantitative results have been represented as encoding of space partition methods and results in the process of constructing KD-tree. The paper proposed a data compression method in multiresolution structure and realized multiresolution rendering of point model by traversing the KD-tree breadth-first. It established the details control of multiresolution rendering, improved the drawing efficiency of point model. The simulation study was carried out in the paper. Results show that the method could not only reduce the geometry data volume of point models directly, but also reduce the sampling point number without debasing the numerical precision of the model geometry data, so as to further reduce data volume of point model. Some experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm is fast, and can achieve high quality rendering of point model.
